Video-based hypermedia and hypertext have each evolved with unique conventions for representing information structure and aesthetic presentation. These conventions have been influenced by the technical constraints imposed by CD-ROMs and the WWW. A formal methodology is needed, along with alternative approaches, to integrate and exchange properties between the two forms of media. By adding temporal, spatial and associative qualities to both text and video, new modes of representation are possible. We propose a generic framework to structure and dynamically present a new form of video and text-based media called Hypervideo. We have developed a Hypervideo Engine and produced an experimental hypermedia work, HyperCafe, as an illustration of the general properties and aesthetic techniques that can be utilized in such a medium. We will discuss our authoring approach, the design of minimalist interaction techniques, as well as future research issues related to hypervideo.
INTRODUCTION
It's Walter Cronkite again, and he's reading the news. A junior high school student is watching a video clip of Cronkite on his computer. Something about Vietnam, helicopters and the ancient city of Hue. Another clip appears just to the right of the first one, and they play side by side for a few seconds. "The Tet Offensive ..." Cronkite continues, but for a moment Cronkite's voice fades down as the boy moves his cursor to the new video, a related documentary about Hue. "The ancient walled city of Hue ..." a new voice begins. A white frame appears around the documentary clip's frame: make the choice, or it goes away. It plays for a few more seconds, then disappears as the subject of Cronkite's news report changes. He continues on with the news, past Vietnam to the impending NASA Apollo rocket launch. "One of these Apollo rockets will land a man on the moon in just over a year," Cronkite begins, "but there is still much to be done." A new video detailing the history of the Apollo missions appears in the same place the Hue documentary did, next to Cronkite. Again the white frame surrounds the clip, and again Cronkite's voice lowers with the volume when the boy passes his mouse over the new selection, which gets louder. Same as before, only this time he clicks. Cronkite fades to black, giving way to choice. The boy steps down the new path, the Apollo rockets, and where they'll lead him no one can say. Back to the news?
While the hypervideo application "News of the Past," doesn't exist, it well could. A user could choose a specific era or event, and watch video clips of its news coverage-current, historical (Cronkite), foreign, partisan. The news clips would contain opportunities for action-what in traditional hypertext are called links-that appear at related moments in the news. A separate video clip appears next to the "main" news clip to offer a related clip: another point of view, a recent news account of the same story, a commentary on the rhetoric of news reports in the 1960s.
Hypervideo thus functions much like hypertext. It offers its users a path to follow, provides moments of narrative that determines what lies ahead and re-informs what came before. Unlike the static WWW page, which can contain several static and simultaneous links within the same space, hypervideo opportunities come and go as the video sequences play out in time. Like static hypertext, more than one opportunity can be present at one time-several clips can play at once, or portions of the video frame itself can be active links. Hypertextual commentary flows around the moving image, offering deeper associations. Yet unlike hypertext, these opportunities go away if not selected. The link assumes a new axis along with space: that of time.
This new medium, hypervideo, clearly has implications for educational software, training tools, new forms of creative expression, and film-making. In this paper, we consider some strategies for authoring and navigating hyper-linked digital video in space and time. Using a research prototype, HyperCafe, as an illustration we propose methodologies to design and present hypervideo-based narrative expressions to users. We discuss relevant literature and a offer a general framework for hypervideo. We describe the hypermedia authoring process along with the Hypevideo Engine, a prototype hypermedia playback system that we have developed. Finally, we discuss future work in hypervideo, including collaborative hypervideo on the WWW and a proposed visual authoring tool.
HYPERMEDIA: A SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL APPROACH
HyperCafe [11] is an experimental hypermedia project developed by the authors to illustrate general hypervideo concepts. HyperCafe places the user in a virtual cafe, composed primarily of digital video clips of actors involved in fictional conversations in the cafe; HyperCafe allows the user to follow different conversations, via temporal and textual opportunities that present alternative narratives. Hyper-textual elements are present in the form of explanatory text, contradictory subtitles, and intruding narratives.
HyperCafe has been envisioned primarily as a cinematic experience of hyper-linked video scenes. In HyperCafe, the video sequences play continuously, and at no point can they be stopped by actions of the user. The user simply navigates through the flow of the video and links presented. This aesthetic constraint simulates the feeling of an actual visit to a cafe. A minimalist interface is employed by utilizing few explicit visual artifacts on the screen to provide the user with a greater immersion in the experience of conversations in the cafe. All navigation and interaction is permitted via mouse movement and selection. For instance, changes in the shape of the cursor depict different link opportunities and the dynamic status of the video. When the user first enters HyperCafe, an establishing shot of the entire scene is revealed, with a view of all the participants and tables in the cafe. Moving text at the bottom of the screen provides subtle instructions. The camera moves to reveal each of the three tables, allowing the user 5-10 seconds to select any conversation (see Figure 1) . Once a choice is made, the user is placed in a narrative sequence determined by the conversations in the selected table. Specific conversations trigger video-based previews of other related narrative threads, that the user could choose to follow. Video scenes and hypertext appears at different locations in the screen space, emphasizing the importance of temporally-and spatially-active associations in hypervideo.
Based on the work with HyperCafe, a framework for hypervideo structures was defined, along with the underlying navigation and aesthetic considerations. The framework was later utilized in the development of the Hypervideo Engine. It is important to first consider prior work in this area that served as a basis for our notions in hypervideo.
RELATED WORK
A primary influence for hypervideo originated in the hypertextual framework of Storyspace [1] . Storyspace is a hypertext writing environment that employs a spatial metaphor in displaying links and nodes. Users create "writing spaces," or containers for text and images, which they link to other writing spaces. The writing spaces form a hierarchical structure, which users can visually manipulate and reorganize. By constructing a hypertextual version of HyperCafe in Storyspace, we were able to visualize explicit and implicit connections in the work, creating a map of "narrative video spaces." that we used in prototyping HyperCafe.
Synthesis [9] is a tool based on Storyspace that allows one to index and navigate analog video content associated with text in writing spaces. Synthesis could be used for hypervideo production in the design and prototyping stages. Although Synthesis was primarily used for recording meetings, it provided an early demonstration of text to video linking.
Video-to-video linking was first demonstrated in the hypermedia journal Elastic Charles [3] , developed at the Interactive Cinema Group (MIT Media Lab), where Micons (miniaturized movie loops) would briefly appear to indicate video links. This prototype relied on analog video and laser disc technology requiring the use of two screens. Digital video today permits newer design and aesthetic solutions, as is considered in the design of the Interactive Kon-Tiki Museum [7] . Rhythmic and temporal aspects were stressed to achieve continuous integration in linking from video to text and video to video, by exchanging basic qualities between the media types. Time dependence was added to text and spatial simultaneity to video.
Our notion of opportunities in hypervideo permit only a temporal window for navigating links in video and text, as an intentional aesthetic. Opportunities exist as dynamic video previews and as links within the frame of moving video. Continuity between video to video links was accomplished by utilizing new camera and interaction techniques called navigational bridges (defined in the framework, below).
Time-based, scenario-oriented hypermedia has been demonstrated in VideoBook [8] . Here, multimedia content was specified within a nodal structure and timer driven links were automatically activated to present the content, based on the time attributes. Hardman, et al. [6] utilize timing to explicitly state the source and destination contexts when links are followed. Synchronizing media elements is time consuming and difficult to maintain. A system called Firefly [4] allowed authors to create hypermedia documents by manipulating temporal relationships among media elements at a high level, rather than as timings.
Besides linking strategies and synchronization issues, the notion of storytelling is another important aspect of many experiences. Agent Stories [2] was developed at the Interactive Cinema Group as a tool for creating multi-threaded story structures, built on a knowledge representation of characters in the story. The Contour system [5] , demonstrated an evolving documentary, where viewers could influence the Story Context. As new media elements were added, they were assigned scores and descriptors. A viewer experience is created by changing the relative prominence of these media elements as the viewer browses through the content.
In our approach to hypervideo, the author retains control over the narrative structures presented to the viewer. Our focus is on the viewer experience generated by navigating and interacting with the video and text-based opportunities that unfold in the course of the narrative. Such opportunities are intentionally structured and presented within a temporal continuity based on aspects of film aesthetic and hypertext fiction (further discussed in [11] ). In developing a structural framework for hypervideo, we have considered the design aspects and interaction modalities for presenting such experiences to viewers.
FRAMEWORK FOR HYPERVIDEO
Hypervideo necessitates a restructuring and rethinking of ideas about authoring and navigating links. In a video-centric medium, the notion of links (as traditionally considered in hypertext) must be redefined to consider the spatial and temporal properties of the medium. Authoring hypervideo requires being able to design video and text-based narratives, that dynamically appear in space and time. New interaction paradigms must be developed to navigate a hierarchy of linked, video-driven content. Such a temporal and spatial approach towards hypermedia and hypertext has the potential to change the traditionally confining modes of representation, and may help develop richer narrative expressions and innovative applications.
In a traditional hypertextual framework, nodes, links and writing spaces provide an essential structure for hypertext documents. In hypervideo, the framework is complicated by the temporal and spatial nature of the medium. We propose several new structural and navigational concepts to provide a unified approach towards hypervideo. The grammar of hypervideo is defined in terms of scenes, narrative sequences, navigation, link opportunities (temporal and spatio-temporal), and navigational bridges.
Scenes
Scenes represent the smallest unit of hypervideo, consisting of a set of digital video frames (including a possible audio track) presented sequentially. An example from HyperCafe illustrates a scene: a video clip plays in the center of the screen. A man approaches a woman in a cafe, sits down next to her and begins to talk. This scene represents a complete structural unit that encapsulates unique contextual information such that it can be associated with other, related scenes.
Narrative Sequences
Narrative sequences represent a possible path or thread through a set of linked video scenes and synchronized hypertext, sometimes dynamically assembled based on user interaction or on the context of the scenes (see Figures 2 and 3 ). Although a scene may be shared by several narrative sequences, the context of the scene may change in each. Hence, the narrative sequence serves as a unifying concept for creating story threads from a collage of video-and text-based elements. The body of narrative sequences can be considered a "map" that is overlaid onto the graph structure of hypervideo nodes (containing scenes and hypertext). This representation provides authors with a familiar temporal and semantic structure. 
Navigation
Traversing the scenes of a hypervideo, within and across narrative sequences requires timebased links, i.e. opportunities for navigation that only exist for a short duration of time.
Traditionally, links imply static associations that are always available to a reader, whereas opportunities imply a window of time (or space) when an association may be active. Such opportunities appear dynamically, based on the context of the current scene, and provide navigational pathways to other related scenes. Several types of opportunities based on text and video-based media will be defined below, with both temporal and spatial properties.
Temporal Opportunities
Traditional hypertext presents users with several text-or image-based links simultaneously, i.e., the opportunities in any one node are available concurrently. In the narrative sequences of hypervideo, several opportunities can be provided temporally, determined by the context of the events in the current video scene. The user is given a brief window of time (say, 3-5 seconds) to pursue a different narrative path. If the user makes a selection, the narrative is redirected to a labyrinth of paths available within the structure of the hypervideo, otherwise the predetermined video sequence continues to play and the temporal opportunity is no longer available.
Figure 4: Temporal Opportunity as a Video-based Preview
A temporal opportunity could be generally defined as a time-based reference between video scenes, where a specific time in the source video can trigger (if activated) the playback of the destination video scene. Such opportunities can be presented in two forms:
Intra-Frame Opportunities: Temporal opportunities within the frame of the video scene are available implicitly (perhaps indicated by changes in the cursor, textual intrusions, sound or other interaction techniques). If the user selects the current video scene (source) at a specific point in time, for example, when a character in the scene makes a particular statement, the narrative moves to a different (but related) destination video scene. Hence as the source video scene continues to play, different opportunities are active at specific periods of time within the current scene.
Extra-Frame Opportunities:
Temporal opportunities may also be made available as video-based previews of the destination scenes. As the source video scene plays out, one or more previews of related video scenes would dynamically fade in at different points in time for varying duration. Here the user would have a chance to browse the previews, by watching and "hearing" the scenes before making a choice to navigate to the actual destination of the link opportunity. Temporal previews may be represented by video scenes with wire-frames around the video to indicate links (see Figure 4) , and the volume dynamically changes as the user moves the cursor over the previews.
Temporal Hypertext
Interpretative text in hypervideo can consist of textual narration, explanatory text supporting the scenes or contradictory / intruding narratives. Such text-based content may be associated (and hence synchronized) with specific scenes or the entire narrative sequence. As a particular scene plays out, a textual narrative may appear for a short duration of time. Such dynamic text may be represented by fading or blurring of the text as it appears or lines of text moving across the screen (with varying speed and direction).
Textual elements may be triggered by specific events in a scene. For example, in HyperCafe, one scene has an actor discussing death. In another narrative sequence, the same actor, in a different scene, talks about possibilities and changing outcomes. A textual statement appears below the frame that says, "You nearly ran me over with your car today." This textual statement comments on what has gone before, and alludes to what may lie ahead. Words in this text, if selected, may trigger other related scenes. Several lines of interpretative text overlapping with the video sequences creates aesthetic and narrative "simultanieties" [10] in the overall videotext. The presence of the verbal text in the realm of the primarily visual video clips also creates a tension between word and image that further illustrates thematic elements present in HyperCafe.
Spatio-Temporal Opportunities
Moving, video-based scenes have temporal properties (the video changes as it moves in time) and spatial properties (positioning within the overall screen space), but these scenes also have implicit spatial semantics attributed to the nature of their content. For example, a scene from HyperCafe featuring characters sitting at several tables provides a rich source of opportunities to interact with specific tables or characters while the scene plays out, as the camera slowly pans across the room. Such opportunities are found within the frame itself, where spatial positioning of the conversants in time, recalls or uncovers related interactions, when activated. Exploring the filmic depth of the scene reveals these "spatiotemporal" opportunities that potentially trigger other narrative sequences, such as another scene with a close-up of conversations at a table in the background.
Generally, hypervideo requires a more exploratory form of interaction to effectively utilize spatio-temporal opportunities. The user could be made aware of the presence of such opportunities by three potential interface modes: flashing wire-frames within the video, changes in the cursor, and/or possible playback of an audio-only preview of the destination video when the cursor is moved over the link space. Several large and overlapping wireframes (see Figure 5 ) could detract from the aesthetic of the film-like hypervideo content, yet the use of cursor changes alone requires the user to continuously navigate around the video space to find links. The cursor-only solution is similar to that utilized by Apple's QuickTime VR interface for still images, yet navigation in hypervideo is complicated by moving video (and hence dynamic link spaces). An audio-only preview on the link-space assumes that the destination video has an audio-track which would fade in (played over/through the audio stream for the current video) along with a non-speech audio cue to indicate the preview. One solution is to employ a combination of modes, where the presence of spatio-temporal links is initially provided by an audio preview in a specific stereo channel to indicate general directional cue. Then changes in the cursor prompt the user to move around the video space, and actual link spaces are shown with a cursor change, coupled, if necessary, with a brief flash of a wire-frame around the link space.
Overlapping link spaces are shown only temporally, and not simultaneously. It is necessary to prototype and evaluate which mode or combination of modes is best suited for spatiotemporal opportunities.
Figure 5: Spatio-Temporal Opportunities in a Scene
Other interaction techniques could also be considered. For example, opportunities within the scene could be represented by creating a visual blur or halo around the characters or by changing the color properties and contrast to emphasize specific regions of the scene. Opportunities deeper within the frame of the scene could have different levels of blur or color tone, to provide a visual distinction for simultaneous spatio-temporal opportunities.
Navigational Bridges
In hypervideo-based narratives it may be desirable to provide a continuous visual (and audio) experience, as a user navigates through the scenes and narrative sequences via the link opportunities. Hypertext-based narratives can produce a sense of continuity through the textual interpretation and associations created in the process of reading. In a videocentric medium, a continuous aesthetic may be created by allowing scenes to easily blend together as they progress in a narrative sequence or are activated through opportunities. For example, in a cafe scenario, if a user selects a specific table of conversations in the background of a scene, the navigation to the related scene could be represented by a gradual zoom or pan into the table (and its participants). In addition, specific filler sequences could be shot and played in loops to fill the dead-ends and holes in the narratives. Hence, navigational bridges must be developed to provide a sense of continuity between video-tovideo scene transitions and provide structural unity for scenes within a narrative sequence.
Figure 6: Navigational Bridges between scenes using HyperCafe pan shots
Intentional camera techniques, during a video production, can be used to produce navigational bridges between some scenes without breaking the filmic aesthetic. For example, movement between tables in a cafe can be represented by triggering specifically shot video segments between the tables. In some cases, generic pans between scenes, such as long shots of the cafe or shooting the actor's feet (where a continuity is maintained) can provide footage that can be reused towards several navigational bridges.
Visual continuity may not be a strict requirement in hypervideo, as there are wellestablished cinematic conventions to deal with continuous expression, i.e. the grammar of visual cuts and pans in the shots as well as sound-based continuity techniques. It is necessary to develop such a grammar for hypervideo-based scenes, where a user's interaction with the scene also produces an overall sense of continuous expression. For example, two scenes in a cafe may be bridged together by using a continuous soundtrack of the cafe ambiance that gradually fades in or out during the transition between the scenes. It is clear that such contextual continuity can be represented by navigational bridges that use visual, audio, and textual techniques or a combination of such techniques.
HYPERVIDEO PRODUCTION
Conceiving and implementing a hypervideo requires several phases of design and production activities which can roughly be broken down into four parts: conceptualization, video production, post-production, and scripting. The conceptualization (planning) phase requires the author consider the overall (large-scale) structure of the hypervideo. The use of hypertext authoring tool such as Storyspace 1 can be of substantial value at this point during the construction of the video spaces. These video spaces are the analogues of the nodes in a conventional hypertext. The author at this stage must conceptualize the link structure of the narrative prior to the actual video production. The result of this phase is a hyperscript which should embody sufficient detail about the video scenes, narrative sequences, and links to produce a shooting script for the next phase. The shooting script provides details regarding locations, timelines, order of shooting, actors, and set backgrounds for an actual video shoot. The video production phase requires that the author map the hyperscript designed above it onto the process of linear (traditional) production. At this point the usual array of specialists are required to produce the video footage such as crew for the video, sound, lighting, etc., as well as actors, a director, and possibly others. For some scenes, two or more cameras may be required to capture the action from multiple perspectives, such as long-shots, close-ups, or reaction shots. These shots can used in a hypervideo (via the linking mechanism) in new ways unlike that of traditional video. Additional shots can be used to provide navigational bridges between related scenes, such as top and below-level pans, wandering point-of-view (POV) shots, and rotating shots.
The third phase consists of post-production or video editing. This phase is dominated by the need to edit the raw video footage accordingly and capture it in digital form. Multiple takes of the same original material can be used in interesting ways in a hypervideo, so the process of post-production allows authors to find ways of incorporating alternate takes or camera perspectives of the same scenes. Once edited the video must be transcribed and cataloged so that it can be organized to form a multi-threaded hypervideo. If Storyspace was used in the conceptualization phase, it may be useful to associate the video spaces created in Storyspace with the actual video that has been digitized (see Figure 7) . This allows the author to easily match his/her conceptualizations with the video footage. It also permits better organization of the selected video scenes, which would later aid in constructing the hypervideo scripts.
After editing, the selected video scenes must be digitally captured on a suitable computing platform. Although high resolution capture may be used, a 160x120 resolution at 15 frames per second may be sufficient for the purpose of the hypervideo, especially for preliminary prototyping. Additional digital editing and effects can be performed with a desktop videoediting software like Adobe Premiere. The author may then choose to trim the length of certain scenes or apply digital filters to change the appearance of certain scenes. For example a black/white filter may provide a film-like, grainy quality. Now we will consider properties of the Hypervideo Engine, then return to the final stage of the production process: authoring scripts with the Engine.
HYPERVIDEO ENGINE
To demonstrate concepts in the hypervideo framework, we developed the Hypervideo Engine, a hypervideo playback tool. This prototype system was implemented in Macromedia Director's Lingo programming language on a Macintosh platform. Crucial to our selection of Director's Lingo programming language was its ability to provide synchronous control of audio, video, and textual media resources and allow us to create a high-level scripting interface to the Engine for authoring hypervideo narratives.
The Engine utilizes scripts which can be written by authors in any text editor (and perhaps in the future with an authoring tool-discussed later). The scripts can specify the spatial and temporal placement of hypertext and video clips on the screen. If no spatial position is specified, the Engine will dynamically assign (non-overlapping) screen positioning for simultaneous video clips or text. At runtime, the Engine first pre-loads all the necessary media elements to avoid delays while the user is navigating the hypervideo. The Engine interprets the scripts and displays the media elements (audio, video and text) synchronously, based on the space/time parameters specified in the script. While the various media are played out the user may navigate to other portions of the hypervideo, causing the Engine to shift to relevant parts of the script. Authors can also specify specific runtime settings for the Engine, via a preference file. Figure 8 shows a layout of the current Engine components as well as possible future extensions to the Engine controlled by an interactive authoring tool. As users interact with the hypervideo and explore the opportunities presented, an interaction log file is continuously generated by the Engine. The log file records the user's navigational strategy by logging the video clips played and the navigational links selected, along with relevant time-stamps of each activity. A bookmarking feature allows the user to mark his or her current state in the narrative script, so that the Engine can replay the hypervideo from an earlier state when launched.
INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
A minimalist user interface has been used for navigation and interaction with the hypervideo narratives generated by the Engine. A cinematic metaphor and design aesthetic is retained by minimizing the use of buttons or static interface artifacts. This permits a simple language of interaction based on cursor movement and selection with dynamic audio and visual indicators. Several interaction techniques, such as changes in the shape of the cursor, volume adjustment, and flashing wire-frames depict different link opportunities as well as the dynamic status of the hypervideo. These techniques encourage an active form of exploration by the user.
As the Engine plays a video sequence, the user may watch the narrative or choose to skip to other portions of the video (if skipping is enabled in the preferences). Temporal opportunities in the video scenes are represented by a change in the cursor from an arrow to a cross-hair, if it is moved inside the video space. Status messages indicate the destination if the user makes a selection within the currently playing video scene. At certain times during the playback of a video clip, one or more related video scenes may appear briefly, at specific locations on screen. These represent temporal video opportunities and (from the Engine's point of view) would transfer control to other parts of the script. Temporal videos play for a short duration and disappear if not selected by the user. If the cursor is moved over a temporal video, a wire-frame highlights the video as a link opportunity and the audio volume of the video preview increases relative to the main video scene. This allows a user to preview the video content before making a decision to traverse to the link opportunity. Now that the Engine has been introduced, let us return to the production process. The final stage in the production of a hypervideo involves authoring the necessary scripts that are interpreted by the Engine. We have developed a hypervideo scripting convention with a set of commands to play video, text, and sound, as well as define their temporal and spatial positioning. Specific commands enable definition of link opportunities between video, text and related scripts. The author must define a "main video script" where the narrative may be initiated, as well as specific scripts representing narrative sequences containing video scenes. Temporal links in the video, temporal videos and hypertextual links defined in the scripts provide mechanisms for users to navigate through the hypervideo. The following is an example of a hypervideo script:
showText "There is no simple way to say this", "bottom", "right" playVideo "Andy -Artificial Consciousness", 0, 0, 5, 1, 1 removeText "bottom"
showText "Panning", "top", "right" tempoVideo 3, "Pan -Shawn to Ian to Kelly", 3, 6, 0, "TempoScript_First" removeText "top" tempoVideo 5, "Ian Lips -Influencing Outcomes", 3, 6, 0, "TempoScript_Second" playVideo "Andy -Death is not an End", 0, 0, random(9), 1, 1 end Storyspace-based representations of the hypervideo provide a good basis to write the actual scripts, yet in the future an integrated authoring environment would permit visual representation and automatic generation of hypervideo scripts for the Engine.
FUTURE WORK
The Hypervideo Engine itself was constructed to demonstrate that the navigational and structural concepts in our model of hypervideo were feasible. While we feel it demonstrates the framework, the current implementation of the prototype can be extended in some areas.
Scene Descriptors
In the current implementation, authors must specify an explicit ordering of scenes and hypertext to create meaningful and continuous narrative sequences. This is due to the nature of the video-based content, where the visual properties of the scenes are not sufficient to allow automatic generation of narrative sequences (at least without utilizing recent image processing techniques). The scenes can be augmented by text-based scene descriptors, such that the system can be made aware of the narrative context of each scene. Properties of the scene, such as location, characters, transcripts of conversations, and meta-textual interpretations, would allow the Engine to generate narrative sequences, based on a specified scene browsing or presentation strategy. Hence queries by users on specific characters and conversational elements may reveal undiscovered and emergent patterns in the narrative.
Spatio-Temporal Descriptors
Although we have prototyped techniques for spatio-temporal links, in the current release of the Hypervideo Engine, no high-level mechanism has been implemented to allow authors to define such descriptors in video scenes. Such opportunities can be implemented as dynamically available (perhaps transparent) hot-spots associated with specific aspects in the video frame. These hot-spots can be defined in a scene by a set of position (x, y) and time coordinates. This approach is feasible, yet requires tedious coding of the hot-spots. In particular if a hot-spot must be registered with an object in the scene and the object moves within the frame (or the camera moves with respect to that object) this approach becomes unworkable. However, with the recent progress in video segmentation and content analysis techniques, it is conceivable that objects in the frame of moving video could automatically be detected and tracked. Such techniques would minimize (if not eliminate) explicit coding of spatio-temporal links by the user. For a good discussion of approaches to parsing and abstraction of visual features in video content, see recent work by Zhang, et al. [12] Interactive Authoring Tools
The hypervideo scripting techniques we provide, allow a high-level control of the Engine, yet this approach can be further simplified by a visual authoring tool. We must note that this scenario is not unlike that of WWW authoring via HTML scripts; only recently have visual authoring tools for the Web become available. A hypervideo authoring tool should support the different phases of hypervideo production such as conceptualization, video (footage) production, video editing and post-production, as well as the design of narrative sequences and link opportunities. Such an authoring environment would allow authors to visually define their linked video structure, not unlike hypertext authoring in Storyspace. Narrative possibilities could then be textually simulated before shooting any video. After the video production, the scenes could be captured and transcribed using the authoring tool. The scenes would be re-linked visually to form threads of narrative sequences, and their spatial and temporal properties would be directly manipulated. Textual, temporal and spatio-temporal opportunities could be added to the scenes. The tool could then create views of the hypervideo space at varying levels of granularity (scene-level, narrative sequence, overall) and organization by keywords, links or specified paths. The presentation delivered by the Hypervideo Engine would simply serve as a view generated by such an authoring tool.
3D Representation
Hypervideo, as we have defined it, provides navigation of hypervideo in a twodimensional space; it seems clear that it can be extended in another dimension. Previously, tools have been developed to present motion picture time as a three-dimensional block of images flowing away in distance and time. For hypervideo, a three-dimensional space would permit representation of multiple (and simultaneous) video narratives, where the added dimension could signify temporal or associative properties. Video sequences that have already been visited could be represented by layers of (faded) video receding into the background. A series of forthcoming links and prior (unrealized) links could also be shown in the foreground/background of the three-dimensional space.
Collaborative Work
The nodal nature of hypervideo makes it conducive to collaborative work over a network. However, until bandwidth increases and video streaming technologies improve, users must retain video-based media locally (perhaps distributed on CD-ROM) and use the Internet to distribute, share, and modify the videotext structure (currently stored as textual scripts). Users could add their own links or textual annotations and make their videotexts available via WWW or MOO. Some form of version control could allow users to access previous narrative sequences, link opportunities and annotations. Users could even navigate temporally through the historic state of the videotext, revisiting a previous sequences and spaces, looking back while informing what lay ahead, another path among many.
SUMMARY
We have described a formal approach for the design of video-centric hypermedia applications. The framework defines a way to structure video-based scenes into narrative sequences, that can be dynamically presented as spatial and temporal opportunities. The Hypervideo Engine is a preliminary implementation of this framework. The Engine allows authors to specify the presentation of hypervideo narratives at a high level, using hypervideo scripting, rather than custom programming. An aesthetic design of navigation and structural representation permits a new form of videotext expression for authors, and interpretative experiences for readers. The techniques and methodologies we have described for navigation in the "video space" are experimental and untested, yet provide an appealing minimalist approach. Applications of hypervideo in film conceptualization, training, simulation and electronic news delivery, can demonstrate its potential appeal beyond the experimental expressions of our HyperCafe prototype. We hope that developers and authors can utilize the basic framework and approach developed for hypervideo in constructing their own applications, authoring tools and creative expressions.
